Date: October 14, 2016
To: WPI Faculty
From: Committee on Academic Operations (Prof. Sturm, Chair)
Re: Motion to approve the October 2016 undergraduate student graduation list

Motion: The Office of the Registrar reports that the following candidates have, as of October 4, 2016, completed all of the requirements for the degree designated in the department or program indicated and are eligible to receive that degree. Therefore, as Chair of the Committee on Academic Operations, I move that these students be approved for October 7, 2016 graduation.

Bachelor of Science

Biochemistry:
Angela Maria Jimenez

Biology and Biotechnology:
Katherina Ainaz FathiBitaraf
Sunny Sang Huynh Nguyen*
Minor: Bioinformatics & Comp Bio

Biomedical Engineering:
Collette Bora**
Minor: Biology

Chemistry:
Benjamin Carleton Hawks

Civil Engineering:
Christopher Dobens

Computer Science:
Philipp Henry Baumann III
Barry D. Biletch
Youwei Hu
Double Major
Artian Kica
Sean MacEachern
Duc Minh Pham
Xiaosong Wen*

Electrical & Computer Engineering:
Alexander Ronald Dymek
Robert Howard Fleming
Brian William Harvey
Adam Victor Karcs
David Patrick LaPlante**
Ryan Patrick McQuaid
Steven Thomas Murdy

Environmental Engineering:
Michael Bowen

Industrial Engineering:
Mohamad Ahmad Alblaihess*
Minor: Business

Interactive Media & Game Development:
Samuel Selig Wallach

Management Engineering:
Jacob Tyler Arnold
Concentration: Operations Management
Hayden James Collins
Concentration: Mechanical Engineering

Mathematical Sciences:
Youwei Hu
Double Major
Mechanical Engineering:
Christina Joyce Bottom
Nicholas Burnell
Jessica L. Faust*
Joshua Francis Fuller
       Concentration: Thermal-Fluid Engineering
       Minor: Aerospace Engineering
Roger Marc Gelin
Korapat Lamsam
Tiago Augusto Olijnik*

Physics:
Brian Alexander Scholwin

Robotics Engineering:
Connor Flanigan
Brian Matthew Flynn
Michelle Gagnon
William Manning

* with distinction
** with high distinction